The eTape Liquid Level Sensor from Milone Technologies is a great way to measure the level of a liquid. It has a resistive output that varies with the level of the fluid. It does away with clunky mechanical floats, and easily interfaces with electronic control systems. The sensor’s envelope is compressed by the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid in which it is immersed. This results in a change in resistance that corresponds to the distance from the top of the sensor to the surface of the fluid. The sensor’s resistive output is inversely proportional to the height of the liquid: the lower the liquid level, the higher the output resistance; the higher the liquid level, the lower the output resistance.

**Note:** These sensors used to have only three pins but they’re made with four now. The sensor works the same way as before. See the datasheet for details.
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Love this liquid level sensor! Made it part of my IoT network at home. Connected it to a PIC16F684, which is constantly measuring the water level in my sump tank. If the water level reaches maximum, a spare sump pump kicks in and I get notified on my phone. Cool stuff!